
The Last Monsters: Christopher Lee - A
Legendary Legacy

Christopher Lee, the iconic actor known for portraying legendary monsters and
captivating audiences with his mesmerizing performances, left an indelible mark
on the world of cinema. With a career spanning over seven decades, Lee's
incredible talent and screen presence cemented his status as one of the greatest
actors of all time. Join us on a journey to explore the life, work, and legacy of the
man behind the monsters.
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Christopher Lee's journey began in the realm of horror, where he became
synonymous with the monsters he portrayed. His breakthrough role came in 1958
when he took on the character of Count Dracula in "Horror of Dracula,"
introducing a fresh and captivating interpretation of the iconic vampire. Lee's
commanding presence, piercing gaze, and his ability to convey both charm and
menace elevated the role to new heights. He would go on to reprise his portrayal
of Dracula in several sequels, solidifying his status as the definitive Count.
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Lee's versatility as an actor was showcased in various genres beyond horror. He
delivered unforgettable performances in films such as "The Wicker Man," "The
Man with the Golden Gun," and "The Lord of the Rings" trilogy, where he
portrayed the powerful wizard Saruman. His ability to effortlessly transition
between different roles showcased his range and depth as an actor.

The Man Behind the Monsters
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Beyond his on-screen success, Christopher Lee was a man of immense talent,
intellect, and charisma. Born on May 27, 1922, in London, Lee had a diverse
background that nurtured his creative spirit. He served in the Royal Air Force
during World War II and later embarked on a career in acting, beginning his
journey on the stage before transitioning to the silver screen. Lee's deep baritone
voice, coupled with his towering stature, gave him an imposing presence that
commanded attention.

Lee's dedication to his craft was unwavering. He immersed himself in research
for every role, delving into extensive historical and literary analysis to bring
characters to life authentically. His commitment to excellence made him a
beloved figure among his peers and fans alike.

Legacy of a Legend

Christopher Lee's contributions to cinema transcend time and continue to inspire
generations of filmmakers and actors. He breathed life into classic monsters,
captivating audiences worldwide with his magnetic performances. Many actors
who followed in his footsteps credit Lee as a major influence on their careers,
acknowledging his revolutionary interpretations of iconic characters.

Lee's impact on the horror genre is immeasurable. His portrayal of Dracula
introduced a level of sophistication, elegance, and seduction to the character,
redefining vampires on screen. His iconic portrayal set the bar high and paved
the way for future vampire films and series.

As an actor, Christopher Lee left an undeniable mark on the film industry. His
immense talent, coupled with his striking physicality, made him a force to be
reckoned with. Throughout his illustrious career, Lee accumulated an impressive
filmography that established him as a cinematic legend.



In

Christopher Lee, the last of the monsters, was not only an actor but an
everlasting presence within the world of cinema. His ability to captivate audiences
and bring characters to life with such authenticity solidified his legacy as one of
the most remarkable actors of his generation. From Count Dracula to Saruman,
Lee's performances continue to leave an indelible mark on the history of film. His
work will forever be remembered and cherished by fans and the film industry as a
whole.
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TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!

Two Plays About Horror Icons!

THE LAST MONSTERS:

With Boris Karloff having abandoned the genre for Broadway, the last of the
cinema’s great horror stars – Lon Chaney, Jr., Bela Lugosi and John Carradine –
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gathered together in 1956 to appear in what would be a final gesture to the
classic fright films of the 1930s and 40s, a low budget effort, THE BLACK SLEEP.
Between them, these three icons had played Count Dracula, the Frankenstein
Monster, the Mummy and The Wolf Man, as well as a collection of mad scientists
and their victims. Now, as this trio waits on the set to act out their brief, secondary
roles, old resentments, personal frustrations and insecurities rise to surface,
wreaking havoc on a troubled picture that is already behind schedule.

THE LAST MONSTERS is a probing look at the “dark,” personal lives of three
men who scared us as children and now remain in our nightmares.

4 men. 1 woman; single set.

CHRISTOPHER LEE:

Christopher Lee’s film career spanned seven decades.He played “Scaramanga,”
the lead villain in the James Bond film, THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN…
“Count Dooku” in the STAR WARS prequels…and “Saruman” in THE LORD OF
THE RINGS trilogy.

Yet, despite his chagrin, perhaps Lee’s most memorable role was the one that
first brought him international fame, “Count Dracula”. Over a period of years, he
not only played the blood-sucking Count in ten films, but he also found time to
play the Frankenstein Monster and The Mummy, among other creepy
characters.Perhaps these roles were enhanced by the nightmares her witnessed
during World War II?

CHRISTOPHER LEE, a One-Person Play by Michael B. Druxman (Lee’s one-
time publicist), joins the actor in 1976, as he is about to depart his home in



England for the United States. It is his hope that, in America, he will be able to
abandon the horror genre, and find a greater variety of roles.

1 actor. 1 simple set.
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